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Introduction to Harchakos

Fundamental categories

• Physical intimacy 
is forbidden

• Any affectionate 
touch is forbidden

Min haTorah

• The chachamim 
established additional 
restrictions for the 
couple during time of 
nida

Miderabanan



Introduction to Harchakos

Fundamental categories

Yichud with a nidah

Yichud with one’s wife during nidah is permitted because…

He was intimate with
her previously

Her nidah prohibition
is temporary

Therefore, if she became nidah before they were ever intimate —
e.g. chupas nidah — yichud is forbidden



Since the couple may be secluded during nida time,
the chachamim saw a need for more restrictions
than what applies by other forbidden relatives.

Yichud
is forbidden

Another woman

Harchakos
don’t apply Harchakos applyYichud is 

permitted

His wife during nida

Reason

Introduction to Harchakos



Harchakos govern all areas of day-to-day conduct. 
During nida time, they come up at every step.

Study them thoroughly

Review before wedding

Review after wedding

Review after extended period of non-nida time

Frequency of application

Introduction to Harchakos



Importance of keeping meticulously

Couples who weren’t careful with 
harchakos ultimately stumbled

Embarrassment in front of others is not grounds for leniency

Harchakos are meant to save us 
from stumbling, G-d forbid

We must keep every detail and not 
treat any aspect lightly — even if it 

appears to us insignificant
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Even during time of harchakos,
the couple should display

love and respect to each other
in permissible manners.

Love and respect
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Stringencies

By the laws of harchakos, we generally try to act stringently!

Most laws apply equally to husband and wife

Whenever there are differences – we will note this clearly

Introduction to Harchakos



Benefits of Harchakos

ב, נידה לא Nida, 31b

It is taught in a beraisa that Rabbi Meir
would say: For what reason does the
Torah say that a nida is prohibited from
physical intimacy with her husband for
seven days?

It is because if it would be permitted all the time, her husband would be too accustomed to her, and would
eventually be repulsed by her. Therefore, the Torah says that a nida shall be ritually impure for seven days,
during which she is prohibited to her husband, so that when she becomes pure again she
will be dear to her husband as at the time when she entered the wedding canopy
with him.

Introduction to Harchakos



Touching and Passing
Section 1



Forbidden:

Direct touch
Touching

an item
the other
is holding

Touching the other’s 
clothing

Indirect touch by 
means of object Both of their clothing 

touching

Touching and Passing

Direct and indirect touch



They may not pull or push 
an item together

They are permitted to both touch the same item
if neither one is holding or moving it

Touching and Passing

holding something together



The permitted way is for one to put it down
and the other picks it up

They may not
pass or throw 

an item to
each other…

...or place an item
into a bag the other

is holding

Touching and Passing

Passing or t hrowing



He is permitted to look at his fingernails to the light 
of havdala candle she is holding

One may not blow off dirt from the spouse’s clothing

He may not warm his hands by a flame she is holding

He may not smell perfume found on her or her clothing

Touching and Passing

other forms of touch



Perfume and Makeup

Minimize as much
as possible

Proper to 
minimize

Perfume Makeup



Looking at Her 
and Listening to Her Sing

Section 2



May a husband look at his wife during harchakos?

Should abstain from gazing lustfully

Areas that must be covered –
forbidden

Areas allowed to be uncovered –
permitted

Her 
hair

From neck 
to toes 

From shoulders 
until under elbows 

Looking at Her and Listening to Her Sing

Halachos of looking



The prohibition:

Looking at Her and Listening to Her Sing

Listening to her sing

Proper to be stringent if she plays 
music for the husband’s pleasure

Hearing her sing



Beds, Bedding, and Clothing
Section 3



Beds, Bedding, and Clothing

Forbidden to sleep 
together in one bed

Beds right next to each 
other are considered one bed

Space between the beds



Beds, Bedding, and Clothing

Space between the beds

Placing 
something 

between

Space between



Beds, Bedding, and Clothing

Sitting or lying on spouse’s bed

Husband
(on wife’s bed)

Wife
(on husband’s bed)

ForbiddenPermittedWhen spouse isn’t present

Sitting
ForbiddenPermittedIn spouse’s presence

ForbiddenPermittedWhen spouse isn’t presentLying 
down

ForbiddenForbiddenIn spouse’s presence



If they interchange washed blankets 
on a regular basis, that is fine

One may not use spouse’s bedding 
(besides wife when husband isn’t looking)

Beds, Bedding, and Clothing

Bedding



Using spouse’s garment Garment meant for both of them

Forbidden Permitted

Beds, Bedding, and Clothing

Clothing



Sitting Together on a Bench
Section 4



Bench prone to move Bench that won’t move

Sitting Together on a Bench



A secure bench or heavy couch that doesn’t easily move

Permitted if they don’t feel each 
other’s movements

Sitting Together on a Bench



Potentially problematic situations

Car Bus Plane

Sitting Together on a Bench

In difficult situations, there is room to permit
if someone else sits between them



Going on a Trip
Section 5



With other people and sitting 
separately

Debate of poskim

Husband traveling for 
need and wife joins for 

pleasure

Permitted

Wife traveling for need 
and husband joins for 

pleasure

Forbidden

Reminder: Even when trip is permitted, they must sit in permitted manner

Going on a Trip

Traveling for pleasure



Standard walk in city

Permitted

On boardwalk or in garden

Room to be strict

Going on a Trip

Walking



Harchakos During Eating 
and Drinking

Section 6



If other people are sitting between the husband and wife,
some don’t require a heker but others do

Whenever they eat or drink together, they must place a heker known to both of them

Harchakos During Eating and Drinking

Placing a heker

Eating on 
separate 

mats

Placing object 
between them

Options
for heker:



Don’t forget to 
place the heker

Embarrassment isn’t 
grounds for leniency

Harchakos During Eating and Drinking

Placing a heker



Besides placing a heker, their plates must remain separate:

One of them shouldn’t eat directly from the place, 
rather put the food first on their personal plate

Harchakos During Eating and Drinking

Eating from one plate

Eating from 
one plate

Eating from serving dish 
meant for everyone at table



Even after the wife finished eating (or drinking) from her plate,
the husband may not eat (or drink) her leftovers —

except under certain conditions

Harchakos During Eating and Drinking

Eating the wife’s leftovers



It’s only considered her “leftovers” if the food was originally 
her personal portion; not if she ate from the pot or serving plate 

Harchakos During Eating and Drinking

Eating the wife’s leftovers

Someone else
ate in between

Transferred to another utensil

She’s not present

When it’s permissible to eat her leftovers:



Summary of differences

Harchakos During Eating and Drinking

Eating the wife’s leftovers

Eating from plate alternately

Eating wife’s leftovers

Forbidden for both 
of them

Forbidden only for 
husband

Forbidden even if other 
isn’t present

Permitted if wife isn’t 
present

Forbidden even if someone 
else eats in between

Permitted if someone 
else ate in between



Additional details:

It doesn’t help to add 
water to her cup

Adding water

Her empty cup needn’t be rinsed 
before refilling it

Rinsing cup

Tasting if spiced properly doesn’t make “leftovers”Tasting

Permitted if he’s unaware that these are her leftoversUnaware

Harchakos During Eating and Drinking

Summary



Summary of the mealtime harchakos

Later we will learn two more halachos relevant to eating and drinking: 
Serving food or drink and sending the wife a beverage

Harchakos During Eating and Drinking

Summary

Must place 
heker

May not eat
from same plate

Husband may not eat wife's leftovers
(except under certain conditions)



Gestures They May 
Not Do for Each Other

Section 7



The following three gestures may not be 
done for the other spouse in their presence:

These apply equally to husband and wife

Serving food or drink Preparing their bed Preparing water for washing

Gestures They May Not Do for Each Other



Gestures They May Not Do for Each Other

Serving food or drink

If drink is one that requires preparation

There are two general categories:

Forbidden
(Besides for water 

or piece of hamotzi)

Serving food or drink Some prohibit preparation of drink



Serving food or drink
is permitted with a shinui

Pouring a drink
into cup already in front of spouse:

Forbidden, and we
don’t rely on shinui

If preparing a beverage (e.g. coffee) 
in front of spouse:

Some are strict to leave final step
(e.g. adding sugar) for spouse

Gestures They May Not Do for Each Other

Serving food or drink



What is a shinui?

With left hand

Placing at small distance from spouse

Gestures They May Not Do for Each Other

Serving food or drink



Sending a significant beverage to one’s wife:

What is considered significant?

Stricter opinions forbid all drinks 
except water

Gestures They May Not Do for Each Other

Sending beverage



Sending a significant beverage to one’s wife:

Gestures They May Not Do for Each Other

Sending beverage

Remember not to send kiddush cup to wife

Even under circumstances that permit serving

If done by mistake:
wife may not drink it

Forbidden



Giving wife a gift:

Preferable
to refrain

Some allow husband to lend her the 
item until after she goes to mikvah

Gifts for the whole familyPermitted

Gestures They May Not Do for Each Other

Giving gift



Some permit

Preparing spouse’s bed:

Even if spouse is in room but turns away

Forbidden

Setting it up for sleeping
(in spouse’s presence)

Permitted

Putting on pillowcases 
and blanket covers

Gestures They May Not Do for Each Other

Preparing bed



To prepare water for spouse to wash, in spouse’s presence

Forbidden

Common example: Turning on bathwater

Preparing water for netilas yadayim or negel vasser:

PermittedHalachically
Not in other’s presence OR prepare

two undesignated k’vorts
Room to 
be strict

Gestures They May Not Do for Each Other

Water for washing



Style of Conversation
Section 8



Some styles of speech and behavior are forbidden during harchakos:

Each couple interacts differently and the exact parameters

could vary Consult Rav about anything in grey area

Frivolity in speech or action Talk conducive to intimacy

Forbidden Speech or Conduct



Harchakos pertaining only to the husband Harchakos permitted to be done when other spouse not present

Sitting on each other's bed: Husband is never allowed, wife is always allowed
Lying on each other's beds: Husband is never allowed, wife is allowed only if husband isn’t present

Eating wife’s leftovers:
Husband may eat if: she isn’t present, transferred into a different dish, someone ate in between

Looking at parts of her 
body that must be covered

Preparing a drink for the spouse 
(even according to stringent view)

Placing dish in front of them  (permitted also with a shinui)

Listening to her sing Preparing the spouse’s bed

Sending her a drink (of importance) Preparing water for spouse to wash

Giving her a gift

Summaries

Summary of Different Halachic Nuances



Harchaka When Laws

Need for a heker Every time they eat or drink together Necessary under every circumstance

Prohibition of eating
from a single plate

While they are eating at 
the same time or alternating

Prohibited under any circumstance

Prohibition of eating 
wife’s leftovers

Once the wife 
has finished eating 

and the husband 
wants her leftovers

Prohibition applies only to the husband. 
He is allowed if any of the following 

conditions are met: wife isn’t present, 
it’s transferred to a different dish,

someone else ate in between

Summaries

Harchakos by mealtime



Summaries

Harchakos by mealtime

Serving All food and drink 
except water and

piece of 
bread for hamotzi

Allowed in one of the following ways:
not in their presence or using a shinui

Pouring into dish 
already in front of spouse Allowed not in their presence

Preparing a drink (according
to those who prohibit this)

A drink that requires 
preparation Allowed not in their presence

Sending a beverage
For husband to send 

wife a cup of
important beverage

Prohibition applies to the husband alone —
but even if she does not see and it is done with a 
shinui. If done by mistake, she may not drink it. 

Harchaka When Laws
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